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I Fill in the blanks choosing the answer from the bracket.

5 x ½ = 2½

( mountains, bullock cart, queue, round, Republic)
a

We must stand in a _______________while waiting for a bus.

b

26th January is celebrated as__________________ day.

c

The vehicle mostly used in villages is a_____________________.

d

The shape of our Earth is __________________.

e

The tops of some _________________ are covered with snow.

II

Match the following

4x½=2

a)

A vehicle that moves on tracks.

1) Independence Day

b)

A flat land is called

2) Boat

c)

15th August is celebrated as

3) Plain

d)

Vehicle travels on water

4) Train

III

Name the following

4x1=4

a

Name the two means of water transport.

Ans

__________________

b

Name the two parts of the Earth.

Ans

__________________

c

Name any two festivals.

Ans

__________________
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______________________

______________________

_______________________

d

Name the two means of Air transport.

Ans

___________________

IV

________________________

State whether the following statements are True or False
a

We must play with scissors and knives.

_______

b

We celebrate festivals together.

_______

c

We must cross a road at the zebra crossing.

_______

d

Boat is used to travel on land.

_______

V

Cross out the wrong answer
a

2nd October is celebrated as Gandhi Jayanti / Republic Day.

b

The high part of the land is called Plain / Hill.

c

Trains/Buses run on road.

d

Helicopters / Cars fly in the air.

e

The brown part on the globe show land/water.

f

Children must not play on the table/playground.

VI

Answer the following questions
a

6x½=3

3x1=3

Write any one safety rule that we must follow while travelling in a car ?

Ans ______________________________________________________
b

4x½=2

Write two different means of transport ?

Ans ______________________________________________________
C
What is a Valley ?
Ans _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
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VII

Answer in one word.
5 x ½ = 2½

VIII

1)

I take children to school.

______________

2)

I carry patients to the hospital.

_____________

3)

Model of our earth.

_____________

4)

Holy book of Sikh.

_____________

5)

Immediate help given to injured person.

_____________

Colour the traffic lights and write the meaning of each.

6x½=3

The red light says,_________________

The yellow light says,_______________________

The green light says, ______________________

IX

Fill in the missing letters to name the landforms:

1. V _______________
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2. H ______

1X2=2

X

Tick ( √) what we should do and cross ( x ) the one we should not
do.
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2X½=1

